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Dear County of Santa Clara/ Province of Florence, Italy Sister County Commission: 

 I want to personally thank you for every single bowl of pasta that I ate with my host 

family. From spending hours practicing my Italian by discussing the current Italian president to 

watching every single episode of X-factor (at least once) with my little host-sister, the 

experiences created by such a seemingly innocent food were incredible. Late nights talking with 

my host family over an Italian café espresso allowed me a window into the Italian people’s 

culture and mindset. Their society’s roots go down millennium as opposed to the four hundred 

years that we have in North America, and that ancient history still influences their current 

thoughts. 

 Thank you for my time spent in the presence of history’s greatest minds. From Filippo 

Brunelleschi to Leonardo Da Vinci, the accomplishments of myriad incredible people are on 

public display for the whole world to see, yet I did not truly appreciate them until I was standing 

in their shadow. I came in with no prior knowledge of the Florentine Duomo and left an expert, 

giving guided tours in two languages to those visiting the city. Spending day after day 

underneath the dome that is considered to be the start of the Renaissance has given me an 

entirely new understanding of how its influence extends to today. So many pivotal moments in 

Western history took place in this one city that it was amazing seeing them in person. 

 My time since coming home has made those months feel almost like a dream. The water 

of the Arno may no longer flow past my classroom windows, but the incredibly feeling of 

happiness the city of Florence offered me will be there forever. I can now, thanks to you, add 



Florence to my list of places to call home. Certain aspects of the city which at one point may 

have been strange now give off a feeling of comfort; the yell of street vendors next to Piazza 

della Republica selling their leather wares; the rising structure of the Duomo towering overhead 

on my nightly stroll through the city center; the smell of freshly baked margherita pizza wafting 

from “Amici del Ponte” at 11 am in preparation for lunch. These memories will both tease me 

and calm me until I have the opportunity to return. 

 Once again, I want to express how thankful I am towards The County of Santa 

Clara/Province of Florence, Italy Sister County Commission for the incredible experience that 

they helped make possible. It is organizations like them that allow us to see through cultural 

barriers and gain an understanding of other people’s lives. Thank you so much for allowing me 

to gain insight into a small part of this. 

Tanti cari, 

Ian McColl  


